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T he follow ing paper consists o f two separate parts, each completing the other. In 
P art I, which deals w ith hyperbolae on the sphere as a general case, equations of spherical 
hyperbolae in orthogonal and polar spherical co-ordinates are established, as w ell as the 
relationship between the geographical co-ordinates, and the equation o f transform ation o f 
hyperbolae to the Cassini-Soldner projection system. These equations enable construction of 
the curves on the sphere.
A  study o f these expressions reveals certain noteworthy properties o f  the curves 
mentioned, particularly one which gives the tw o branches o f the hyperbolae characteristics o f 
an ellipse.
A  very  simple condition was also discovered, which the parameters o f both position lines 
of the hyperbolic net must satisfy in order to  intersect, at the same time supplying a method 
for determining the co-ordinates of their point o f intersection.
P art II  o f  this paper relates to simple expressions on the reference ellipsoid when 
deduced from  the sphere.
T he method used consists mainly o f  an appropriate conform al representation o f  the 
ellipsoid on a suitably selected sphere, a projection w hich makes changes in the linear reduction 
modulus as small as possible. A ctually, in the relationship under discussion, this modulus has 
a value o f  one along the suitably selected parallel, while its first and second derivatives, in 
relation to  the are o f  the meridian, are nil. Absolute error when transferring the corresponding 
linear elements o f  the ellipsoid to the sphere is on the order o f  2 m. per 1,000-m arc, reckoned 
from  the selected parallel.
GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES AND EQUATIONS OF HYPERBOLAE ON THE SPHERE
1. Equations in orthogonal spherical coordinates o f hyperbolae on the sphere.
1 — In view  o f the importance of radio methods o f  navigation, a discussion of some o f the 
questions relative thereto and a statement as to the inherent properties o f  spherical hyperbolae 
representing in these methods lines o f  position on the sphere, should be o f  interest.
Let us therefore consider on a sphere of unit radius tw o points A  and B  (fig. 1) 
which w e w ill designate as foci, and let us determine the equation o f the locus o f points P  
on the sphere, the difference in spherical distance o f  which to the two foci has a constant 
value n ; let us relate this locus, which we shall term  a spherical hyperbola, to the system o f 
orthogonal spherical coordinates defined by the great circle arc passing through A  and B  and 
through origin O , the midpoint of the smaller o f  the two arcs bounded by these tw o points.
B y  definition, between the great circle arcs : B P  =  a , A P  =  ^ , we should have the 
relationship :
a -- ffi =  n (1)
and consequently, in the spherical triangle A B P  the inequality :
a —  m
in which m designates arc A B  ; we also have :
n m (2)
Let Q  be the point where the basic circle o f  the reference system meets the great circle 
at right angles to it and passing through P  ; as a result, the orthogonal spherical coordinates 
o f  a standard point o f the curve are the follow in g :
x  =  arc O Q  ; y  =  arc Q P .
Now in the spherical triangles B P Q , A P Q , which are right-angled at Q by construction, 
and taking into account equation (i), we have the relations :
. 1X1 . \
COS 7 = r  COS ( ----------\- X )  COS V
2
cos O —  n) =  cos ( —  —  x) cos y ;
consequently, in order to obtain the desired equation in terms of x  and y, we need only 
eliminate param eter <j in these equations.
M
N
Let us develop the first member of the second equation and substitute, a fter squaring 
it, the value of cos g supplied by the first ; we successively obtain :
m
\J  I —  cos2
cos2 y  £ cos2 ( m +  x) +  cos2 ( ™ —  x) —  2 cos ( +  x) cos ( —  x ) cos n J  =  sin2 n 
whence we o f course arrive at :
cos2 y f  cos2 —  sin2 D - +  (cos2 n----- cos2 - m ) sin2 x 1 =  sin2 n cos2 n (3)
|_ 2 2 2 2 J
which connects the orthogonal spherical co-ordinates of the points on the spherical hyperbola.
2._B y  examining this relationship, we can immediately deduce the sym metry o f the
locus with reference to the ordinates and to the abscissae, i.e., with reference to basic circle 
N O N j and the great circle perpendicular to it passing through origin O.
A ll  terms of equation (3) are essentially positive; it can therefore be deduced from  
inequality (2) that :
9 11 m \
cosJ --------- cos —  ^  0
2 2 "
Then, since
cos2 y 1
the equation is satisfied for all values of x  v erify in g  the inequality :
,  .
sin n =  cos ( -------- x) cos y  —  cos a  cos n
2
• o n 2 n sin2 ---- cos^ —
2 2
. o n , , o h o m . . 
sin2 -------(- (cos2 -------- c o s -------  ) sjn
whence :
• o  's .  • o  ^sin-2 x  ^  sin2 (4)
is obtained and consequently :
—  c T  / x /  it —  — (4’)
From  (3) we get y =  0  where / x /  =  , i t ---------  ; the curve is therefore composed
2 2
n n
o f tw o branches; the first where x  varies from  ----  to tc --- ; jn the second x  varies
2 2
11 n
between —  and —  ( t t ------—- ) ; furtherm ore, both branches meet the basic circle, the
first at points V  ( - ^ ) ,  V £ ( i t -----and the second at points W  (— ), W T (— (it —  — ) V
2  2 2 1 \ 2 ' /
A s in the equation found, the same results are obtained where x  =  ——  — e and
__ 7t
x  =  +  ■ £ ! both branches are therefore symmetrical w ith respect to the circle o f
ordinates whose abscissae are respectively equal to —  and —  —  •
2 2
W hen the tw o points A i  (it ) B i  ^ —  (it —  — - ) j  diam etrically opposite on the
circle to points A  and B, are taken as foci, keeping without variation constant n, the resulting 
hyperbola coincides with that having A  and B  as foci.
arc B j P  —  arc A TP  =  n (5)
A s  equation (3) does not change, w e get :
o / 111 . n 111
cosJ ( TC-------- ) =  COS2 ----- .
2 2
In the particular case where n =  O, the equation o f  the curve can be reduced to the 
expression :
cos2 y  sin2 x  =  O
which analytically represents the great circle passing through O perpendicular to the base.
Finally, i f  the two foci are diam etrically opposite, m =  it, and from  equation (3), 
the follow ing
cos2 y  sin2 x  =  sin2
2
is obtained, w hich gives a simultaneous representation o f  the tw o circles with a spherical 
radius o f  w ith centres at the tw o foci, to which the hyperbola is reduced.
3 -Let us furtherm ore show that the tw o branches o f the curve have the property of 
ellipses on the sphere ; specifically, the points o f  the branch, fo r instance, that contain points 
A  and A r have the property that the sum o f  their spherical distances to A  and A T is alw ays 
equal to Tt —  n.
It is true that owing to the property o f the hyperbola that :
arc B P  —  arc A P  =  n (i>)
but on the other hand :
arc B P  =  it —  arc A r P
therefore, by construction, the great circle passing through B  and P  contains point A T dia­
m etrically opposite B.
Substituting the first inequality for the second, we have the relationship :
arc A P  +  arc A j  P  =  it —  n (5)
proving our assertion.
T he ellipse equation, when the base remains fixed and the origin is chosen at the mid­
point of arc A A p is obtained by developing in a manner entirely analogous to that used m
obtaining equation (3), or more simply by taking : x  =  — — +  x  the latter, in the form  .
cos2 y T cos- — sin2 - n - +  (cos2 —  cos2 m ) cos2 x~l =  sin2 - 5 - cos2 (3’)
L  2 2 2 2 J  2 2
The length o f  the semi-axis o f  the ellipse corresponds to a value o f y  obtained in
taking x  =  O, and is
/*■>-“ \
y  =  arc cos I ------------ )•
The above-mentioned branch may furtherm ore be regarded as a spherical ellipse with 
a m ajor axis 7; +  n and foci B, B p which immediately results when (1") et (5) are added 
together member by member :
arc B P  +  arc B j  P  r= 2 n  +  (arc A P  +  arc A j  P)
and taking (5) into account :
arc B P  +  arc B t P  =  nz +  n (S’)
4 _ I t  is therefore obvious that w ith regard to the particular system o f co-ordinates 
considered on the sphere, (3) represents the equation o f the transform ed spherical hyperbola 
in the 'Cassini-Soldner projection system when the great circle containing foci A  and B is 
chosen as the basic meridian o f  the representation, and midpoint O  o f arc A B  is taken as 
origin.
F igure 2 shows the transform ed curves of a branch o f  two hom ofocal hyperbolae drawn 
on a sphere of unit radius having as param eter n values o f io° and 150 respectively, with 
m =  200.
2 . Relations between geographical coordinates o f points of a spherical hyperbola and its 
representation in the Cassini-Soldner system o f projection. Equations of trans­
formed curve.
1 —  On a sphere of unit radius, let us take as original meridian o f longitudes A , that 
which passes through focus A  o f latitude 4«o , and let A i , 4>i be the geographical co­
ordinates o f the other focus B (fig. 3)- I f  point P  ( A , 4> ) is on the hyperbola o f para­
meter n p and arcs A P , B P  are designated respectively as a and <ri , then we should have :
<Ti =  T +  Hi
according as the point under consideration is or is not on the branch whose focus is A .
W ith  regard to spherical triangles A P Q , B P Q , having a common side from  P  to pole 
Q of the reference system, we get :
cos n =  sin 4>0 sin ft> +  cos 4*0 cos 4’ cos A 
cos ( a ±  111 ) =  sin <1>j sin ‘I> - f  cosfl»i cos <!> cos (Ai A)
Qfrom  which, by eliminating a , the follow ing expression is easily obtained, connecting the 
geographical co-ordinates o f the standard point o f the spherical hyperbola o f  parameter n j :
0 cos^ «1» J^cos2 <I>0 cos2 A  -f- cos2 cos2 (A —  Aj) —  2 cos 4*0 cos cos ni cos (A - - Ai) cos A
+  2 sin <i>0 sin <lJi cos ni --- sin2(i>0 —  sin2 -)- 2 sin cos*!1 |^sin <i>o cos cos A
+  sin 4>! cos 1»! cos ( A -  Ai) sin cos <t>„ cos ni cos A —  sin cos <f>i cos ni cos (A —  Ai) 
=: sin2 ni - sin2 <f>0 — sin2 <J>! -j- 2 sin <t>0 sin <I>i cos nt
T his relation may be expressed in the follow ing form, which is more convenient for 
purposes of computation :
(O') j^Ai sin2 A -f- A 2 sin 2 A +  A 3J  cos2 sin A  -+- Bo cos a J  sin 2 -|- C =  o
by taking :
(6 ) A t =  a - -  2 p cos Aj A2 =  ¡3 sin A i A3 =  rp cos A i -f- y  cos 4>0 0 sin <i>0 - £ sin <1^
1^ =  s s in A i B* =  8 cos fl>0 -f- Z cos Ai C =  0 sin «to -j- s sin <1>i — sin2 ni
whence :
(7 ) a —  COS2 - cos- ¡3 =  COS iJ j ^COS ‘I1!  COS A j —  COS *}>„ COS 111)
Y =  cos cos «I»! cos A i cos nj § —  sin <f>0 -  sin <i>t cos ni
s =  sin ‘i*! —  sin <i>0 cos ni £ —  £ cos <1>i
2•— T he basic meridian o f  Cassini-Soldner projection system is the one that passes 
through focus A  o f  the hyperbola to be represented, a focus furtherm ore chosen as origin in 
the system. I f  Q  be the pole o f the basic meridian (fig. 4), then the orthogonal spherical 
co-ordinates o f standard point P  on a sphere o f unit radius are the follow ing : 
x  =  arc A D  =  angle A Q D  y  =  arc D P
and consequently, the equation o f  the transform ation o f the hyperbola w ill be obtained from
(6) by substituting in this equation, with regard to the position o f the basic circles relating to 
the tw o systems, x  and y  respectively for A  and <!•, and by taking <j>0 =  O.
The equation sought for accordingly takes the follow ing form, where the orthogonal 
co-ordinates of the other focus o f  the hyperbola o f parameter n T are designated by x ,  and
y i :
cos2 y  ^  2 cos x i  cos y i  (cos n i —  cos x i  cos y i)  —  sin2 y i  j sin2 x  —  | sin x i  cos y i  
(cos n i cos x i  cos y^) j  sin 2x  +  [ sin2 x^ cos2 y i  —  2 cos x i  cos y i  (cos n i —  
cos x i  cos y i)  sin 2y [ [  sin x  1 sin y  1 cos y ^  sin x  —  [ sin y^ (cos ni — cos X ic o s  y i)J
cos X  +  sin2 y i  —  sin2 m  | =  o. (-g')
B y  referrin g on the other hand the position o f  focus B  to the other location at A  by 
means o f  the polar angle ai and polar distance m If we then get with regard to spherical 
triangle A B C , right-angled at C, the relations :
cos x i  cos y i  =  cos m i sin y i  =  sin m i sin a i
sin x i  cos y i  =  sin m i  cos a i 
From  the preceding equation (8), the follow in g is obtained, giving the equation o f the 
transform ation :
cos2 y  2cos m i (cos m  —  cos m i)  —  sin2 m i sin2 at ] sin2 x  —
I sin m i c o s a i (cos ni —  cos m i)]  sin 2 x  -f- [ sin2 m i cos2 (*i —  2cos m i (cos 111 —  cos m i) ]  
+  sin 2 y Q s i n 2 m i sin a i cos a/] sin x  — [sin  m i sin a i (cos n i —  cos m i)]  cos x ]
+  [~ sin2 mi sin2 at —  sin2 n i]  =  0. (8’)
3 . Conditions which the parameters o f the two position lines of a hyperbolic net must satisfy 
in order to meet.
1.— In order to deal with this problem, the hyperbolae should be referred to  a system 
o f polar co-ordinates on the sphere o f  unit radius. T he pole of the system coincides w ith  focus 
A  ; let ai and m r be the co-ordinates o f  the other focus, B  (fig. 5)- Let a and a 
designate the co-ordinates o f  standard point P  o f  the branch o f  the hyperbola containing the 
pole, and let us take :
B P  —  A P  =  n x
In spherical triangle A B P , we get :
cos (a n j)  =  cos m j cos <r +  sin m x sin a cos (a  —  at )
and by means of the simple development :
sin i«i , s sin ni
cotg  a =
0 cos ni
in w hich the coefficients :
s in  m i
cos mi
=  Mi
cos (a —  at) -f
cos Di —  cos mi 
sin nj
(9’)
(10)
cos iii - cos m i cos ni — cos mi
are, ow ing to equation (2), essentially positive quantities, the first being larger than the second.
Sim ilarly, for the other branch we get :
sin mi , . sin ni
cotsr a = ------------------------cos (a —  aj)
” i!os ni —
(9”)
cu  i  cos mi ' "  cos ni —  cos mi
B riefly :
cotg  a =  M i cos (a —  ±  Ni (9)
consequently represents the equation in polar spherical co-ordinates o f  the hyperbola having a 
focus at the pole, a positive or negative sign being chosen according as the branch under 
consideration is the one containing the pole or the other one.
2.— Let =  A P j  designate the polar distance corresponding to the branch outside 
the pole, and o\_ +  a =  A P  that o f  the other branch, the first referrin g to value a and 
the second to value 7t +  a o f the polar angle.
From  (9) we have :
co%  +  cotg +  a =  o
i.e. :
a 1 a , —  _
3. +  TZ -|— <X ---- 7t-
The rendering in ordinary terms o f this relation between arcs A P  and A P j  o f  the 
same great circle with common extrem ities at focus A  is facilitated by examination of 
figure 6.
3.— B y  effecting variations o f  n r in the interval (O, nij), we get curves o f a fam ily 
o f hom ofocal hyperbolae ; as regards ii j  =  O in particular w e get :
IDi
cotg  a =  cotg1 —  cos (a —  aj) 
which is the equation of the great circle cutting orthogonally arc A B  at its midpoint.
4.— Let us then consider a second fam ily o f  hom ofocal hyperbolae with their focus at 
pole A , and let m,2, 22 be the polar co-ordinates o f  the other focus (fig. 7).
A t  the meeting points o f the hyperbola of parameter n x o f the first fam ily with that 
o f parameter n2 of the second, the follow ing equality w ill o f course be obtained :
Mi cos (a —  ai) ±  Ni =  M2 cos (a —  0:2) ±  Ng (11)
where :
sin m2 . T sin 112 
M 2 = ----------------  IS 2 ----------------  ( 10’)
COS D2 —  COS 1112 COS D2 —  COS Illo
which, when solved with regard to a , w ill give the polar angles, and next, by using one of 
the form ulae (9), the polar distances a o f the points under consideration.
T o  solve form ula (11), the follow ing form  should be used :
(Mt sin aj —  M2 sin 03) sin a -}- (Mi cos —  M2 cos ¿2) cos 1  =  ±  N2 +  Ni 
and by putting :
Mj cos ai —  M2 cos ¿2
tST £ — ------------------------------ ;-------
Mi sin a i —  M2 sm  a2
we get :
(12)
(M i cos ai —  M2 cos a*) cotg e sin a (M i cos ai —  M2 cos 0.2) cos a =  ±  N2 T- Ni
and consequently :
±  Ng -i- Ni . , x
sin (a 4- e) =  — ------------------ ---------------- sin £ ( l3)
V 1 ' Mx COS <X\--- M s COS 0(2
a relation that solves the problem for general cases.
In order to effect this equation, w e must have : 
±  N 2 +  N i
Mi cos ai - M2 cos 
or :
c <  / M i cos ai M2 cos 22 \ 2
N2 ±  Ni
which amounts to the same thing.
From  form ula (12) w e take :
tgr2 £ (M l COS CL\ - Mi* COS OL^) 2
Sin 1 1 t g 2 £ M j +  M | ---  2 M l  M s COS (<X2 2!)
and by substitution in the preceding equality, designating as A  =  0:2 —  a i  the angle made 
at A  by the directions o f  foci B  and C, w e get :
Nf ±  N| +  2 Ni N2 ^  Ml +  M l -  2 Mi M2 cos A  
whence; taking into account equations (10) and (10’), the follow in g relation is easily obtained : 
(cos n j +  cos m ^  (cos n2 —  cos m2) +  (cos n j —  cos m j) (cos n2 +  cos m2) ^
2 sin m : sin m2 cos A  —  2 sin n T sin n2
from  which we take :
cos (nx —  n2) ^  cos m : cos m2 +  sin u ij sin m2 cos A
But in triangle A B C , whose side opposite angle A  is designated as a, w e get, follow ing 
the cosin theorem :
cos a =  cos m x cos m2 +  sin m x sin m2 cos A .
F rom  this the follow ing inequalities result, which param eters n r and n2 o f  the curves 
o f both fam ilies must satisfy  in order to meet :
| n i  —  n 2 | <  a  ( J4 )
n i +  n2 a . (M*)
The first refers to both systems of branches each having pole A  on the inside or 
outside, and the other is valid fo r other cases.
LAYOUT OF POSITION LINES ON REFERENCE ELLIPSOID 
IN HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION AND RELATED PROBLEMS
1. Correspondence in representation of the sphere on the ellipsoid.
1.— B y using an appropriate representation o f the sphere on the ellipsoid, we can 
transfer the data discovered with regard to the sphere onto the ellipsoid.
T his method, devised by Gauss as an approximate substitution o f spherical trigonometry 
for spheroidal trigonom etry, consists in essence o f the follow ing. L et us suppose that we 
have to represent a surface strip o f  no great width on another surface ; we then have to set 
up a correspondence between the tw o surfaces in such a  w ay that there w ill be no angular 
distortions, and that the mpdulus of linear reduction n w ill be equal to 1 along a certain line 
so selected that the strip w ill be appropriately divided lengthwise, and w ill vary  as slowly as 
possible within the strip.
In the theory o f conform al representations, proof is given in particular that if  the two 
surfaces in question are surfaces o f  revolution, as in the present instance, and if  the strip itself 
is in the direction o f the parallels, fluctuations in the value o f  modulus n can be kept at a low 
level with regard to unity, at most o f  the third order, when the width of the strip measured 
along the meridians is taken as an infinitesimal o f the first order. O r, more accurately, it is 
alw ays possible to have first and second derivatives o f  n, with respect to the arc o f the 
meridian, equal to zero along the parallel o f the area in which the modulus has the value o f  1.
It might be well to mention how this possibility is limited to the first derivative at most 
in the representation o f a non-developable surface on the plane, a possibility which was made 
use o f, in the case of the ellipsoid, in Lam bert’s isogonic conical projection.
2.— Let us designate as p and N  the main radii o f curvature : radius o f  curvature of 
the meridian and m ajor normal, at a standard point P  having as geographical co-ordinates
o ,  X o f  the ellipsoid o f revolution of parameters a, semi m ajor axis, and e, numerical value 
o f  the eccentricity :
_  a f i —  e2) a
? ( i —  e2 sin2 <pp2 y / j  _  e2 gii)2 cp
and let us w rite down the value o f the linear element ds o f  the latter in the isometrical form
ds2 =  N2 cos2 cp (dv2 -f- dX2) (15)
designating as v the meridional part :
/
P 1 . / -  , o \ r<  —  e sin © I e
N œ s ô  d ?  =  l°S  neP *  ( ” 4 +  V  ) L r + e s i a o  F  ^
o
Let us recall the analogue expression for the linear element dS of the point o f latitude 
ft> and longitude A located on the sphere o f  radius R
iiS- =  R s cos2 <i> (dV2 +  cl A2' (15’)
r  d / it fi> \
J  i i ^ = lo* ne', « (  4 + v )
The most usual autogonal representation o f the ellipsoid on the sphere, with corresponding 
parallels, w ill be obtained by the follow ing equality :
V  -f- iA  =  K i (v +  iX) -f- log' nep K2 (17) 
where i represents the imaginary unit \ / —  1, and K r and K 2 are two real constants.
In order to obtain the desired correspondences from  the latter, the real and im aginary 
parts should be separated ; we then get :
V  =  K i v  -|- lo g  nep Ka A. =  K i X (18) 
o f  which the form er expression, taking into account (16) and (16’), can also be w ritten :
l s (f  +  .?_) =  * [ * ( *  +  (I9)
2. Determining of constants.
x.— Since representation is conform al, modulus of linear reduction n is simply obtained 
by means o f  the relationship between the arc of the parallel on the sphere and the corres­
ponding one on the ellipsoid, and taking the second equation (18) into account as well as the 
relation occuring between radius r o f the parallel on the ellipsoid and the m ajor normal,
dS K i R  cos «1» K i R  cos
ds r N cos cs
(20)
It can be seen that modulus 11 is a function of latitude only, and therefore remains 
constant throughout the length o f  each parallel.
Therefore, letting 110 be the value o f the modulus 011 parallel 90 o f the ellipsoid, to 
which parallel ‘I’o corresponds on the sphere o f  radius Ro
K i Ro roS
"• =  - X„ (20)
A t latitude o , the follow ing modulus, through T ay lo r’s development, w ill be obtained :
n =  n (?) =  n (cp0 +  (cp —  <p0)) =  n0 +  (9 -  90) +
(? —  ?o)2 ( d2a)  (9  —  cp0) 3 /d3n\
2 3 ! \d  ? V ?n + ............. U }
I f  representation is desired o f  an ellipsoidal zone with a minimum amount o f alterations, 
constants K j ,  K 2 and radius R  o f  the sphere w ill have to be selected in such a w ay  that no =
I w ill be obtained on parallel 90 , called the normal parallel, and the first and second deri­
vatives o f  the modulus with respect to latitude w ill cancel out, as then, as shown by equation 
(21), fluctuations around the unit o f  linear reduction w ill only be dependent upon powers of 
difference ( 9  —  9 0 )  greater than the second power.
F or no =  1, from  form ula (20’) w e can readily deduce
N0 cos 90
Ho =  ------- —  (22)
K i cos <f>o
2.— In order to satisfy both other conditions, the first and second derivatives of 
form ula (20) with respect to 9 w ill first have to be determined. T h erefo re  :
d K i  R 0 r  . d <f» ^ d r "l / \—  n =  —  -----5—  r sm <J> -—  +  cos —  (23)
d 9 ra L  d 9 d 9 J
In order to get :
d <i> _ d <i> d v
d 9 d v  d o
from  form ula (19) expressed as
tg  ( - f -  +  - 7 - )  = K 2 e K i v  ( i9‘)
designating as e the natural logarithm  base, we get by differentiating :
----------T~---------- ^TT d $  =  K i K 2 sKi v d v
2 cos!! ( x  + T
whence :
{I <i> / Tr d)
^ = a K i  K 2 sKit  cos2 ~
d v  \ 4 a
and, taking (19’) into account 
d *
—  =  1 Ki
d v
on the other hand, from  (16)
$  . / tt 4» \
- j sin - . +  ----  cos -7— 4 - ----  =  K i cos <I>
 \ 4 2 / \ 4 2
d v
_  I
Therefore :
d 9 N cos 9 r
^  =  K i cos (24)
d 9 r
The follow ing is readily arrived at :
d r d a cos 9
—  =  — ~ -----  . T =  —  p sin 9 (24>)
d o  d 9 y / , —  e2 sin2 9
and by substituting in form ula (23) and consideration being given to (20), we finally get :
n =r n — [sin  o —  K j sin (23’)
d 9 r L 1
B y  deriving again with respect to 9 ,  we easily obtain :
a ?  °  =  t  ^  ( ¡ T ? )  ( r )  + “ ■? C O S « * )  (2 5 )
Therefore, since we have the tw o equalities : 
d \ [  d2
we should have, in accordance with the foregoing, the relations :
*  = r r r  ^CO S <l>0
cos (s0 =  K* cos2 ti,0 (2g)
From  the latter, we get :
K i cos 4>0 =  i / cos 90 
V  Ro
and by substituting in form ulas (22) and (27), we get respectively the radius o f the sphere
R o —  \/P° No (29)
and the value o f ^ o , corresponding to 90
*0  =  ^ /-^ °- lS  To (30)
The latter, account being taken of (28), can be expressed as :
cotg  4>o —  N 0 co tg  cp0 (30’)
whence it follow s that the geodetic curvatures o f the two parallels corresponding to 90 on the 
ellipsoid and $0 on the sphere are equal ; since w e know that the geodetic curvature o f  a 
parallel o f a surface o f  revolution is measured by the inverse o f  the side o f  the cone circum ­
scribed on the surface along the same parallel.
K now ing the value o f  'i’o > obtained by means of form ula (30), w e can deduce K r 
from  form ula (26) ; moreover the first form ula o f  (18) expressed as
nep K 2 =  lo g  nep tg  (  ^ -  K i
w ill g ive  the value of the second constant K 2 where is substituted for <T> and vo for the 
value o f  meridional part v  relating to geographical latitude 90 =
log K 2 =  lo g  tg  ^  —  M K i v0 (31)
denoting by M  (—  0.4342944819 ............. ) the modulus o f B riggian  logarithm s designated
by log.
3-— T h e values o f  K I( K 2 and <i>o being known, the meridional part and the longitude 
o f  point P  (v, X ) o f  the ellipsoid’ corresponding to  point P ’ ( , A  ) o f  the sphere of 
radius Ro =  y/p0 N0 are obtained by means o f  expressions (18) :
v =  aTk  ^ N lg ( 4  +  -r )  -  l0s  K‘ ]  1 =  k, •' <l8’>
Since it is desired, in order to compute the form er, to make use o f the numerical tables 
in (18) and (31) which in term s o f  9 and jj supply values v  and V  o f meridional parts 
on the ellipsoid and sphere expressed in minutes o f  arc, it w ill be necessary to w rite :
V ’ =  K > V' +  l0*  K * V' =  -R7 k ,  M‘ arc ,0» <l8 ” >
log K 2 =  M  arc 1’. (V*0 —  K i  v ’o) (31’)
3. Evaluation o f the order of approximation obtained.
1.— The modulus o f  linear reduction in the correspondence for latitude 9 is obtained, 
through choice o f  constants, from  the development :
d S (9 —  9o)3 / d3 \ 
n = d i  =  ' - " 1^  ( d ? D) *  + .................. <“ ■>
Passing from  infinitesimal to finite elements, we get by integrating :
s
s - s =  < r ( j i . D)?o J  < ?-?»)’ d s + .................
o
representing by S the arc of the sphere corresponding to arc s on the ellipsoid.
In order to get some idea as to the order o f  approximation obtained when substituting the 
arc of the sphere for the corresponding arc o f the ellipsoid, the magnitude o f  the first term, 
which is the preponderant one, o f  the development o f the second member o f the preceding 
equality w ill have to be obtained.
Since it is only a question o f  establishing an order o f  magnitude, substitution o f  the 
follow ing approxim ate expression for difference ( 9  —  90 ) suffice :
s
© —  00 =  ■ cos 
?o
where a0 designates the azimuth, on parallel 90 » of the arc being considered, and we have :
S  —  S = :  - y - j  3 n \  COS3 a 0 + .........................  (3 2 ’)
24 pj> \ d f  I 90
W ith  regard to the value o f the derivative computed on the normal parallel, we get from  
form ula (25), derived with respect to 9
(I3 _  d2n p  dn r d , dn 1 ( L \  -— ( ¿ \  _|_ — d2J -?
dcp3 °  —  dcp2 L„ do 0 d o \ r  )J  do L n2 \ d o )  d o \ p ) d o \ r /  ' p d<p2\ r 
+ |  (cos ? — K1 ;/cos2 *)] + n [cos ? -  K? 7 cos2 *] dd? ( i )  ~  n i  [siQ “ +
+  K 2 cos” '!> d- -  ( I )  -  2 K 3 sin 4» cos2 «1»]
whence the follow ing value sought for is obtained from  (26) and (28), bearing in mind 
that n° is equal to unity :
(j!J> ")c„ =  -  r! [ Sin +  K' 00sS 4,0 ( r ?  f)?o  -  2 K? i t )1 Sin C0S' *"]
Expressing the entire quantity in terms o f 90 , using form ulae (27) and (28), and 
observing that :
d p  ? H  , e2 sin 2 cp “j
cT^ 7  ”  7  L  g  9 +  7 ^  e2 sin2 9J
by simple deduction w e get :
/ d3 \ on T • e2 s'n 9o cos!! ?o Po • "I
- - -  n =  —  2 -a®- sin 90 +  ----------\ . ,  1 -------- ‘ ■ sin o0 cos 90
\dip3 /90 r0 L ‘ 1 —  e^  sin2 o0 r0 J
But :
0
r (1 —  e2 sin2 90) cos 90
and therefore, by means o f simple developments, w e arrive at :
n \ _  _  2 e2 (1 —  e2) sin 2 90 ,
^d93 J90 (1 —  e2 sin2 90)2
which may also be more briefly  expressed as :
/ d3 \ po No 9 . , ,s
„ n =  —  2 A— —  e2 sin 2 90 (33 )
\ d 93 / 90 a*
Formula (3 2 ’) consequently becomes :
1 •> i Nn ,  i
S —  s =  —  —  t* 8 —5— 5 sm 2 go cos'1 ao + ......................
12 a~ po“
and since we have :
N _ ft —  e2 sin2 9)5/2
. p2 a (1 —  e2)2
we finally get :
1 „ s4 f 1 —  e2 sin2 90)5/2 .
S — s — — -- e2 —r- ---- sin 2 90 cos3 a0 + ..........................................  (34)
iu. a3 (1 —
W e can then assume as maximum value of this difference :
W hich means that by substituting the arc o f the corresponding ellipsoid for the arc of 
the sphere, a relative error is made that is not in excess of :
S s i e2 / s \3
(34” )
2.— T he follow ing table gives the amounts of absolute and relative errors corresponding 
to a few  values o f  arc :
n kilometres 
So 
100 
200 
500 
800 
I 000
1 500
2 000 
2500
3 000
Absolute error in metres 
0.000014 
0.000 22 
0.003 5 
0.14
0.90 
2.2 
11 
35 
85 
177
Relative error 
370 0000 000 
460000000 
5 7000000 
3700000 
890 000 
460000 
140000 
57000 
29000 
17 000
3. Exam ple  1.— Determine the autogonal correspondence between points on the ellipsoid 
o f H a yfo rd  and those o f a sphere, with minimum alteration o f corresponding arcs within a 
zone o f mean latitude 90 =  45°-
Radius Ro o f  the sphere is obtained from  form ula (29) : R<> =  6378352 m., while 
form ula (30) supplies a latitude o f  4J0 =  44°57’ o5” .79 for the parallel o f the sphere corres­
ponding to the 90 —  450 latitude parallel on the ellipsoid.
W ith  regard to constants, form ula (27) gives K r == 1.00084566 and (31) log K 2 =
0.001 22630.
V alues in metres of magnitudes : po > No , y/p0 N0 , appearing in the foregoing 
expressions, can easily be obtained in terms of argument 00 from  Tables fo r  the International 
Ellipsoid o f  Reference  published by the International Geodetical and Geophysical Union, 
Special Publication No. 2, Paris 1928, or from  the Table o f M eridional Parts  o f  the Inter­
national H ydrographic Bureau, Special Publication No. 21, Monaco, 1928, which supply values 
o f  vq and V o expressed in minutes in terms o f  cp0 and <!>o respectively.
A pplying form ula (18), equations o f  the correspondence consequently become :
v ’ =  0.9991551 V ’ —  9’.6989 X =  0.9991551 A (a)
when going from  the sphere to the ellipsoid, and
V ’ =  1.000 8457 v ’ - f  9’.707i A =  1.000 8457 X (a’)
when tran sferrin g from  the ellipsoid to the sphere.
T h e  sole purpose in applying the considerable degree o f accuracy used in the numerical 
computation o f  this exam ple and o f  the follow ing ones is in order to show the practical side 
or convergency o f  the formulae.
4 . Conversion of meridional parts info geographical latitudes.
1.— Given value v of the meridional p^rt in relation to the ellipsoid, in order to convert 
to geographical latitude, we shall beging by putting :
v Nap. lo g  tan a ) (35)
D eveloping in a progression series according to  increasing powers o f A , we get :
9 \ 2 2 .  „ A i - 4- sin2 ci
—  A -f- sin 9 A —|— —¿7— - =—- A® -|-
cos CP COSTCO ‘ 6 cos3 o
. 2  . 5 - f  sin2 9 5 4- 18 sin2 9 4- sin4 o ,
- f  - r- sin 9 — ---- x A4 H----- =!------------ ¡I-------------_l ^5 +
o cos4 9 cos5 9
On the other hand, by definition :
and by equalizing both expressions, the follow in g development is arrived at, by means o f a 
simple albeit laborious process, neglecting terms lower than the order o f e 12 :
—  sin 2 o. +  jr  e2 sin2 (26 sin2 o —  5) sin2 c? -f- (2474 sin2 <p —  g45) sin4
e8 •
4- — -—  (2 936 sin4 o 1 680 sin2 9 -f- io 5) sin4 cp 4 - .....................  (36)
2 020  J
Let auxiliary angle <{/ then be introduced, connected with the meridional part by the 
relationship :
N ap. log tan =  v (37)
which, when parallelled with equation (35), enables the follow ing to be written :
<P =  4* —  2 ^ (3^)
On the other hand we have :
sin cp =  sin (J/ — ■ 2 A) cos o =  cos (d/ —  2 A)
B y  developing appropriately, and bearing in rnind (36), we get the sin and cosin value o f  the
geographical latitude in terms o f  angle
p2 p gZ 
=  sin - f  — sin 2 tj; cos d; | i^ - f  —(3 —  5 sin2 <\>) +  5-(5 —  20 sin2 +  *6 sin4 <|/) + .............
=  cos t{/ —  — sin 2 sin <1* j^i +  £-(9 —  to siltt2 ']') +  (60— 155 sin2d/ +  96 sin4^) + .............
and consequently :
t
e2
1 —  2 sin2 d/ -j- (6 - -  31 sin2 ^ -j- 26 sin4 -j-
+  (3o —  285 sin2 d; - f  546 sin* — 292 sin6 ty) + .....................J
Through these and form ula (36), form ula (38) takes the form  of :
© =  <{'+ - - -  sin 2 t]' J^ i +  (6 —  7 sin2 t|/) -f- (3o —  85 sin2 «{/ 4- 56 sin4
4- — —^  (2 520 —  12 600 sin2 d/ -4- 18 66q sin4 <L — • 8 558 sin6 d/) + ......................1
2 020 ‘ J
A rran gin g according to increasing powers o f sin ^ > we finally get the relationship :
o =  ij/ +  -6— sin 2 f"(i +  e2 4 - e4 +  e6) ------ (7 e2 4- 17 e4 4- 3o e6) sin2 ^ +•* 1 2 L O
4- — -  (224 e4 4- 88q e6) sin4 d/ —  ee s jn6 ¿ 4 .  ....................."1 (39)
1 120 v 1 260 J
which makes it possible to transform  the meridional part into geographical latitude by means 
o f auxiliary angle d' , whose value is obtained from  (37) expressed as :
log tan +  2 ) =  v> ^  arc =  0,00°  v ' 3^7^
2.— B y  taking the parameters o f the International R eference Ellipsoid (a =  6 378 388 m., 
e2 =  0.006 7226 700) and by expressing the values o f both latitudes of form ula (39) in minutes 
o f arc, w e get :
0 =  4 * +  i i t.5SS 4186 sin 2 4/ [ 1-006 76 817 —  0.007 97268 sin2 d/ +  0.000 08661 sin4 ^ —
—  0.000 00103 sin6 <|/ + ..................... ] (39*)
H ow  to determine this element indirectly by inverse interpolation effected by means of 
ordinary meridional parts tables pertaining to the International Ellipsoid, then becomes 
obvious.
5. Problem of Transfer of Geographical Co-ordinates.
I.— B y  means of the correspondence expressed analytically in the preceding formulae,
figures are obtained on the sphere differing only slightly from  those on the ellipsoid, so that
by applying formulae pertaining to spherical geometry to the former, the solution to problems 
relating to the latter will be obtained by approximation.
A s  an initial application of this method, let us solve the problems inherent to the trans­
formation of co-ordinates on the ellipsoid.
2. Direct Problem .— In the direct problem of transfer of co-ordinates, geographical 
co-ordinates cp and A of point P, whose polar geodetic co-ordinates ao and s referred to 
point A  ( 9o> A0 ) are known, are to be determined.
On the sphere of radius Ro =  y/p 0 N 0 •> let us designate as 4>o, Aq the geographical 
co-ordinates of point A ’ computed by means of the preceding expressions, and as <l> and A 
those, at present unknown, of Point P ’, points that correspond to A  and P  on the ellipsoid.
I f  we take :
H0 arc i ”
in the spherical triangle with sides 90° —  <J>o > 90° —  a » the latter two having as 
opposite angles a and A — ■ A 0, by using logarithmic formulas we get :
• / * * \ tg a„ sin K  . .
'* <A “  A°> =  (“°> 
tg <t> =  cos (A —  A 0) tg (<i>0 +  K '
where :
tg K  =  cos a0 tg a (40’)
values of and A ; and by substituting in formulae (18), we get the geographical co­
ordinates sought for relating to point P.
The equality :
sin a0 sin a
sin (A —  A 0) cos 4> 
makes it possible to prove the calculation.
(41)
3-— If  arc s is comparatively small with relation to the radius of the sphere, it will be 
convenient to use a series development, progressing according to increasing powers of s, in 
order to get fl* and A  .
A s  independent variable for determining points of the great circle passing through A ’ 
and P ’, let us take its arc s reckoned from A ’ ; V  and A  will be finite and continuous functions 
of s : V  =  V  (s), A  =  A (s), and consequently, by M ac-Laurin’s development :
v  =  v o +  s ( ^ ) A, +  f y  ( 4 i ) A* + ....................
A  =  A ° +  s ( ^ j A , +  J T  ( - J T - ) a ’ + ....................
In order to obtain the values of successive derivatives of point A ’ appearing in these 
developments, it should first be observed that :
d V  __ d V  d i  __ i cos a
d s d «1* d s cos R
and thus successively :
d2 V  1 r  d a . d  fI>1   a >l
— -  sin a -3--------cos a tg «!> —
os<J> L d s  e d s Jd s 2 R  c «!»
Deriving Clairaut’s equation
R  cos 4» sin a =  constant
we get on the other hand :
n • • d *** 1 d , d a-  R  sin <P sin a — -  4- R  cos <!> cos a —— — o 
d s d s
d a  sin a
-----  HZ --------  ter qj
d s R
and thence :
d2 V
i o" — ¿7?-------7>—T s 'n c,> co s 2 au s- R* cos*- <l>
d
d4 V7
B y successive derivations, the following equalities can easily be obtained : 
d3 V  i r  #
s3” ~  K 3 cos3 <I> [_ Sm'  <i>'> C° s3 a ~~ ^  5  S‘ ni! ^  sin2 3 cos a
o v i . r
d l * "  ~  il*" cos* <l> S,n <f> L (5 +  sinl> ^  C0s4 a —  18 (J +  sin2 cI>) sin2 a cos2 Cl +  (1 +  5 sin2 «I») sin4 a
W e can similarly obtain the successive derivatives of longitude with reference to the 
arc ; from the known relation :
d A  sin a
d s R  eus 1>
we get :
d2 A i
d s2 R 2 cos2 <l>
d3 A 
d s3
sin 2 a sin <I>
=  R 3 cos3 <l> 2 S‘Q a O 1 +  2 S’ n2 fI>) COs2 2 ~  si° 2 <P sin2 3  ]
d4 A  1 . . .  I", “ I
“¿ ¡ T  =  cos4 4 sin 2 a sin <I> (2 +  sin2 «1») cos2 a —  (1 + 2  sin2 <J>) sin2 a
Substituting values taken on by these derivatives for point A ’ in the preceding deve­
lopments, and taking into account formulae (18), by putting
v ’o =  - j f  V ’0 1--------- log K 2 A , =  -------------I -----------  Ao =  _____ 1_____
**■1 AM «1 arc 1 K i arc 1 cos <I>0 '  2  Kj arc 1 ’ cos2 <l>0
1 1 +  sin2 4>0 A _  1 1 _|_ 5  sin2 <!>„ A _  1 ^ , sin
0 K , arc 1 ’ cos3 <I>0 '  4 “  6 K , arc 1 ’ cos3 <i>0 As ~  24 K i arc T +  Sm~ ^
Ae =  —  7~t> *-------; (1 +  sin2 4>0) —n .^ °  = ------- —  tg  <I>0 A 3
4 K i arc 1 N ' cos* <I>0 2 9
* i / , _ . „ _ > sin 4>0 1
A ? =  ~TT?------------- ; I 1 +  3  s i n 2 <i>0 ) -------7-----  r r  —  ——  to- (]>,, A * (a2)
24 K i arc i ’ v ^  01 cos4 $o  4 0 W '
and
.  =  A 0 B, =  -- --------------------—  B , =  1 „  “ £ - * • .  Bs =  — i____
*v i K4 arc 1 cos K i arc 1 cos2 <!>„ 3 K i arc 1 ”  cos3 ‘1*0
i> _  1 sin2 (1>q i . sin * 0
4 3 K i arc 1 ”  cos3(l>0 5 — 3 K 1 a r c i ”  ^  S,n~ cosMf^
“ “ =  “  S K i * r c i ”  <' +  2  Sh'2 S i t  =  -  Bs *<■ W
a =  <7 cos ct0 b =r 1  sin a0 <j =  ----- (42” )
Ro
we get the expressions :
=  v ’o +  A i  a +  A 2 (a2 —  b2) +  An a3 +  A 4 a b2 +  A 5 a4 +  A 6 a2 b2 +  A 7 b< - f  ......................
’ =  X o+ B i  b +  B 2 a b +  B 3 a2 b +  B4 b3 +  Bo a3 b +  Bo a b3 +  ..................... (43)
making it possible to compute directly the co-ordinates of the ellipsoid; the meridional part 
and longitude of point P, respectively expressed in minutes and seconds of arc.
It should be pointed out that with reference to our latitudes, the part relating to the 
combination of terms of the fourth order in the formation of both co-ordinates does not 
exceed one-hundredth of a second when arc s is below 70 km., and is less than a second when 
s does not exceed 200 km.
4. Example 2.— Determine the geographical co-ordinates of point P  on the Interna­
tional Ellipsoid, the polar geographical co-ordinates of which are known : s =  14 8 715 .78  m., 
aO =  n o °  49’ 54” .82, referred to point A  of geographical co-ordinates: can =  4^°
A  =  10° E . T
Taking as normal parallel that passing through A , equations of the correspondence are 
supplied by the expressions (a) (a’) which we found in the foregoing example ; in which, 011
the sphere of radius : R q =  6 378 352 m., point A ’ with co-ordinates : <l>o =  44° 57 ’o5” .79
W ith these elements, using formula (40’) we get K  =  3 5 9 °3 i ’2o” .44 and consequently, 
using formulae (40) : A == 42 328” .75 and ‘l> =  4 4 °27 ’78 583 to which value V  =  2984’5930, 
obtained from ordinary tables of meridional parts for the sphere, corresponds. Substituting 
these values obtained from formulae (a) we get : v =  2972’.3724, X =  42 292” .99, and 
consequently, by computing formula (39”), or by inverse interpolation in meridonal parts tables 
relating to the International Ellipsoid, we get the values of the co-ordinates sought :
© =  44° 30’38” 32, X =  i i ° 44’52” .99 E .
I f  it is desired to apply formulae (43) for the direct computation of X and v, the 
numerical values of the coefficients of these developments, corresponding to latitude <l»n in 
the present example, are the following :
=  3 0 i3 ’ -579 02 A x =  48S3’.502 70 A 2 =  2422’.6s6 A 3 =  2 4 2 i’ .3 A 4 =  —  5646’.
we get : v =  2972’.3723, X =  11  °44 ’52,,.99, which are in complete harmony with values 
found previously.
5. Converse problem.— Given geographical positions ( <p0, X0 ) and ( tp, X ) of points 
A  and P on the ellipsoid, determine the polar geodetic co-ordinates of point P  referred to 
point A , or find length s of the geodetic arc connecting them and azimuth of extremity A .
Denoting as A ’ ( <i>„, A 0 ), P ’ ( 3», A  ) the points on the sphere of radius Ro =  
y/ p0 N0 corresponding to points A  and P  on the ellipsoid, we get, in the same spherical 
triangle we examined in the direct problem and by using the same formulae, the following 
relationships :
whence we compute azimuth a0 , owing to isogonic correspondence, and, with sufficient 
approximation, arc s =  a Rq arc 1 ” , which we were looking for.
Proof is likewise obtained by means of formula (41).
6. Example 3.— Given the geographical co-ordinates of points A  ( <p0 =  45°, X =  
io° E.), P  ( © =  44°3o ’38 ” .32, X =  i i ° 4 4 ’52” .99 E.) ; determine length s of the geodetic 
arc connecting them and azimuth ao formed at extremity A .
The meridional parts relating to the given values of ©0 and © , obtained from the 
above-mentioned tables with parameters of the international ellipsoid, are respectively : 
v'n =  30i 3’-579° , v  =  29/2 ’.3722. Taking then the parallel at A  as normal parallel, and 
applying formulae (a’), we get : V 0 =  3025’ .8347, A0 =  I0000’30” .44 ; V  =  2984’ .5930, 
A =  i i 045’28” .75.
From  tables of meridional parts for the sphere, and by inverse interpolation, we get 
the values corresponding to Vo and V  : ‘t’o =  4 4 °57 ’o5” .79, 4» =  4 4 °2 f^ \ \ ^ .
Since we also know the co-ordinates of points A ’ and P ’ which on the sphere of 
radius R , =  6 378 352 m. correspond to points A  and P  on the ellipsoid, through formula (44’) 
we get : K  =  4 5 °3 i ’24” ,767, then from formulae (44) we get : ao =  iio °4 9 ’54” .82 and 
7 =  48o9’’.2io, i.e. : s =  <s Ro arc 1 ”  =  148 715.78  m., for the polar geodetic co-ordinates 
sought of P referred to point A.
A 5 =  2 2 1 7 ’ A ß  =  —  1 0 8 7 7 ’ A  7 =  1409’
Bi == 29 1 2 io ” .iÖ2 B2 =  290 7 i 8 ” .7 B3 =  3 8 7 2 9 8 ”
B 4 =  —  96 743”  B  5 — 4 8 3 5 5 1 ”  By =  —  386644”
thence, having
s
a =  —  0.0082 91702C7 D 0.0233 15707
i'O
b =  0.0217 91510
O
ta- a — tg (A ~  A°) Sin—
S 0 -  cos (4>o +  K)
IjÇ (7 =
cos a0
(44)
where :
t,g K  =  cos (A —  A 0) cotg *1» (44’ )
6 . Layout o f hyperbolae on the ellipsoid.
i.— On the reference ellipsoid, let us denote as A  and B the foci of the hyperbola of 
parameter nj that we desire to plot. Let the pole be focus A  having as geographical 
co-ordinates <po ar,d Ao, and let nij and be the polar geodetic co-ordinates of the other 
focus. Then by selecting parallel epo of A  as the normal parallel for correspondence between the 
ellipsoid and the sphere of radius R 0 =  \ f  p0 N 0 , point A ’ on the sphere with co-ordinates 
'l>0 , A 0 will correspond to point A , while the polar spherical co-ordinates of point B, 
corresponding to the other focus, will again be m x and ai
Let us agree to take parameter n, characterizing the hyperbola of the m family of homo- 
focal hyperbolae, negative with relation to the branch outside focus A  taken as the pole —  at 
each point of which the distance from the pole is therefore greater than the distance from 
the other focus —  expression (9) then supplies the following relationship between the polar 
spherical co-ordinates of points of the hyperbola plotted on the sphere of radius Ro :
cotg a =  Mi cos (a —  ai) +  Ni (45)
A s m T and n t are in general small in relation to R 0, coefficients :
ir>i . »I
sin —  sin — -
Mi = ------------------- -----------  Ni =  ------------------------------- (46)
ni mi ni
cos —  —  cos —  cos —--------cos —
1\() *M) **0
can be expressed as :
. mi 
S,D Ro
rr  —  [c o tg  — (mi —  ni) +  cotg — ( mx +  m)
2 L  2  Bo 2 Bo
(mi +  ni) sin — —  ( mi  —  ni)
-  =  -L -  ^cotg (mi —  ni) —  cotg 2  (mi +  na) J  <46’)
o 2  B 0
n!
sin H 
«0
2  sin ——— (nil 4- ni) s>n (mi —  ni)
2  B 0 2 B ()
which is more convenient in numerical calculation.
Then by developing cotangents in series, and by appropriate manipulation, we get
=  ni? -  n? R °  ~  7w 77 [ *  +  <toKg +  3 ^  + ............. ]‘I —  nT 6 B „ L  00
Ni  =  — B „  +  - p —  I" i +  ( n f  +  3 mf )  + ................1
1 ni? —  n: 1 6 B 0 L  00 Bf, 1 J
(46” )
where the first term is of the order of :  ^  ^ and therefore not greater than
i.io -9 when m j is under 400 km ; however, for such value of nij, the last term considered 
in the development is a contributing factor in forming the two coefficients in an amount 
under 4.io-6.
2.— W ith regard to standard azimuth a , formula (40) supplies polar distance
1  — ------ ------— referred to the sphere of unit radius corresponding to standard point P ’ 011
B 0 arc 1
the hyperbola.
It should be noted that the polar co-ordinates, whether obtained from  formulae (40) 
or (42), make it possible to compute values <I> and A  which, by substitution in formulae (18). 
determine the geographical co-ordinates in relation to point P  of the branch being considered 
of the hyperbola on the ellipsoid.
3 Example  4.— Determine by means of points on the international ellipsoid the branch 
of hyperbola of parameter nx =  —  14 347 m. having as foci points A  ( tpo =  45°, 
Xo =  io ° E .) B ( cpL =  4 5 038*43” .00, X =  n 009’3 i ” . i i  E.).
B y  taking the parallel at A  as normal parallel in the correspondence with the sphere 
of radius Ro =  6 378 352 m., the polar geodetic co-ordinates of B referred to focus A  will 
be obtained by applying the method followed in the preceding example, m t =  1 15  74°  m- 
ai =  5 i ° i8 ’oo” .oo.
With these values, from formulae (46) we get : M x =  111.9 356 2 , N j  =  —  13.876 16, 
and then, through formula (45), the relation between the polar spherical co-ordinates of the 
points of the branch is given by the expression :
cotan s =  111 .9 3 5 6 2  cos ( a —  5 i ° i 8 ’oo” .oo) —  13.87616.
A s we desire to obtain the geographical co-ordinates of point P  of the hyperbola whose 
polar distance A P  =  <r Rq arc 1 ”  forms azimuth a =  iio °4 9 ’54” .82 at pole A , we will 
first determine, through use of the preceding expression, the value of c; corresponding to 
a : <j =  4809” .2097, i.e. s =  a Rq arc 1 ”  =  14 8 715 .78  m.
Knowing the polar co-ordinates on the sphere— which, owing to the correspondence 
adopted, show negligible differences when compared with the geodetic co-ordinates within a
1,000 km. area around pole A — we can finally obtain, by using the transfer of co-ordinates 
method, the geographical co-ordinates of point P of the hyperbola, which in the present case 
are 9 =  44°3o ’38,\32, X =  n °4 4 ’52” .99 E., the same results as in example 2.
7. Problems inherent to the determination of the co-ordinates of a point in a net.
1.— Let cpo a°d  Xo be the geographical co-ordinates of the master station, i.e. of 
focus A  common to both families of hyperbolae whose other foci are respectively at slave 
stations B and C, for which polar geodetic co-ordinates (m: a! ) (m,2, «2 ) referred to point 
A  are given.
Following the convention we established with regard to the symbol attributed to para­
meter n, we shall denote as co-ordinates of point P  in the net the values n x and n2 of n in 
relation to the branches of the hyperbolae respectively belonging to families m.T and m2 
containing it.
2. Direct problem.— A s the first problem, let us determine the geographical co-ordinates 
of a point P  whose n: and n2 co-ordinates in the net are known. The problem obviously 
merely consists in finding the meeting-points of the branch of parameter np belonging to family 
m j and the branch of parameter n2 of the hyperbola of family m2, a problem that we have 
already solved in connection with the laying-out of hyperbolae on the sphere of unit radius 
and which we will now transfer to the ellipsoid.
Applying the usual method, let us take parallel <?o at the master station as normal 
parallel of the correspondence. A ’ ( <f»o, A 0 ) will then correspond to point A  on the sphere 
of radius Ro =  \ J  p<> N0 , while (mr, ai ) and (m2, a% ) will represent the spherical polar 
co-ordinates of the other two foci B ’ and C ’ of the hyperbolae.
From the two polar co-ordinates of the meeting-points, azimuth values are directly 
obtained by using formula (13) :
• , ,  ^ N j - N asin (a e) =  — ------------------- —-------------  sin e (13)
v M i cos a\ —  Mo cos a2
where values of M  and N  are supplied by formulas (46) while the auxiliary quantity £ is 
obtained from :
Mj cos ai —  M2 cos a2 , _
tg  e =  — — :-------------- —— :-------  (12)
Mi sin ai —  M2 sin a«
The latter takes the logarithmic form of
when we put :
sin ( a2 —  K  ) cos ai
tg  s =  - — 7---------- --------------- ( I2 )sin ( ai —  K  ) sin a2
M2 sin a2
tg Iv =  - J -----------  (12 ” )
Mi cos ai
The azimuth being known, the polar distance a is computed with reference to the unit 
sphere by means of formula (45) with regard to the branch of the hyperbola of parameter n x 
of family m : or of parameter n2 of family m2.
The polar co-ordinates being known, we go on to the geographical co-ordinates 3», A 
on the sphere, by using formulae (40), and from these, through use of formulae (18), we 
finally get the required geographical co-ordinates o and X .
3. Example 5.— Master station A  and the two slave stations B and C  have the following 
geographical co-ordinates : A  ( <po =  45°, Xo =  io ° E.) ; B ( ©1 =  4 5°38 ’4 3 ” .oo, 
Xi =  i i °0 9 ’3 i ” .i i  E.) ; C ( 92 =  4 3°59 ’56” .69, X2 =  io °07’34” .so E.). Knowing the 
co-ordinates of point P  in the net : n x =  —  14 3 4 7  m., n2 =  —  72 6 8  m., determine its 
geographical position.
Let us assume point A  as the pole of a system of polar co-ordinates, and as normal 
parallel of the correspondence, that passing through this same point. Applying the method 
followed in the converse problem of transfer of co-ordinates, we obtain the following values 
for the polar co-ordinates in relation to foci B and C : mt =  115  740 m., n  =  5 i ° i 8 ’oo” .oo ; 
m2 =  1 1 16 8 0  m., a-, =  i7 4 °4 7 ’so” .oo.
From  formulae (46) and (45)» we get the equations of the two branches of the hyperbolae 
respectively of parameters n: and n2 : cotan a =  1 11 .9 3 5 6 3  cos ( a  —  5 i ° i 8 ’oo” .oo) —  
13 .8 7 6 16  ; cotan a =  114.70841 cos ( a —  i7 4 °4 7 ’5o,r\oo) —  7-465 47- Applying formulae 
(12), for the auxiliary angle we get the value : e =  67° 19*49. ” 96, and then, by means of 
formulae (13) : a =  294°30’4 3” .26 and a =  1 io°49’54” .82. In connection with these azimuth 
values, by applying any one of the previous equations we get : cr =  i79°o6’33.63 and 
<r =  48og” .2C)97. Leaving aside the farther point from the pole, which however satisfies the 
problem, we get the geographical co-ordinates sought for in relation to the second by means 
of the formulae found in the transfer of co-ordinates, as results of the preceding example :
9 =  44°3o’38”.32, X =  u°44’52”.99 E.
4, Converse problem. Let us now attempt to solve by means of spherical geometry 
the converse of the foregoing problem, i.e., to determine co-ordinates nI# n2 of a point P  of 
the net, the geographical co-ordinates being known.
W ith the correspondence previously established, points A ’ ( 'I>0 , A n ) B ’ ( , Ai ), 
C ’ ( 4*2 » A2 ), P ’ ( <£ , A  ) on the sphere of radius Ro correspond to points A  ( cp0 , X0 ), 
B ( 9 1 ,  Xi ), C  ( 92 > ^2 )» P  ( ?  1 X ) on the corresponding ellipsoid. B y  applying for­
mulae (44) to triangles A ’P ’B ’, A ’ P ’C  we will obtain the lengths of sides A ’ P ’, B ’ P ’ and 
C ’ P ’ referred to the unit sphere, and consequently, following our convention, the differences 
B ’P ’ —  A ’ P ’ =  nr C ’ P ’ —  A ’P ’ =  n2 (47)
will supply, with the symbol and with sufficient approximation, the required co-ordinates.
5. Example 6.—Without changing the position of points A, B, C in the previous 
example, compute the co-ordinate in the net of point P (<p= 44°3o’38”.32, X =  n ° 44’52” .99 E.).
Let the parallel at A  be retained as normal parallel in the correspondence ; on the sphere 
of radius Ro points A ’ ( 4»0 =  44°57’o5” -79) A0 =  I0°00’30” .44) ; B ’ ( =  4 5 °3 5 ’4 5” .oo, 
A i =  i i °  I0’05” .c>8) ; € ’ ( ^ 2 =  4 3 °5 7 ’o8” .88, A2 =  io°o8’os” .3 3 ) ; P ’ ( 4> =  44 °2 f 4y,\ is , 
A  =  i i ° 4 5 ’28” .75) will correspond to the four given points on the ellipsoid.
A ’ P ’ B ’P ’ C P ’
The computing of arcs : — ----------- — =  a, —----------- — zz: — ----------- — =  g2
Ro arc 1 ”  R 0 arc 1 ’ R 0 arc 1 ”
effected by means of formulas (44) gives : a =  48o9” .2io, ai =  4345” .253, a2 =  4574” .i75, 
and consequently, on the sphere of radius Ro : A ’P ’ =  14 8 715 .78  m., B ’P ’ =  134368.79 m., 
C ’ P ’ =  14 14 4 7.76  m. will be obtained. Whence, according to conditions set by the corres­
pondence, the co-ordinates sought are the following :
iij =  14346.99 m. n2 =  —  7268.02 m.
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